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PRESS RELEASE 
 

“DURALIS-LED Floor”, its lighting system for the floor 
 
Installed on tiled and natural stone flooring, “DURALIS LED" profiles emit light 
from the floor upwards. With their warm and dimmable light, these 20 mm 
wide skirting profiles from Westerwald manufacturer DURAL create an 
extremely pleasant and welcoming room ambiance. Discrete but nevertheless 
eye-catching, DURALIS-LED Floor complements the ambient lighting of walls 
and edges at floor level. 
 
Modern light strips make an impression in living areas, kitchens and bathrooms, 
but also in public areas, such as exhibitions and reception areas, restaurants, 
and in sales and conference rooms. Whereas at one time it was only possible to 
install illuminated profiles for tiled and natural stone surfaces on walls or edges, 
DURALIS-LED Floor can now also be used on floors.  
 
The extremely stable and translucent cover can also withstand even high 
stresses and loads, for example due to high heeled shoes. As the top and base 
profile are connected using a sealing adhesive tape, it is also possible to 
continue cleaning the floor surfaces with water as normal. DURALIS-LED Floor 
can also be installed on tiled floors with underfloor heating without any 
problem whatsoever. 
 
The LED profiles are laid very simply using the thin-bed mortar procedure.  
Thus they complement all tiled floors and natural stone surfaces with a 
minimum thickness of 8 mm, and thanks to the version with an edge cover, a 
permanently clean finish is guaranteed. All connection materials and control 
units such as remote control or wireless dimmers and the LED strips for living 
areas or wet rooms from the LED accessories range from DURAL can be used. 
  
The brochures “Illuminated Tile Profiles” or “LED Profiles - LED Lights” with the 
corresponding information on installation and possible applications, can be 
requested free of charge from the manufacturer: DURAL GmbH, Südring 11, 
56412 Ruppach-Goldhausen, Tel. 02602/9261-0, Fax: 02602/9261-50,  
Email: info@dural.de 
 
 


